
Five friends are playing darts at a local pub. Try to �nd out who won the game and what they are eating.
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Dart: black, blue, green, red, yellow

Name: Arnold, Danny, Gregg, Louis, Mike

Score: 29 points, 33 points, 38 points, 46 points, 65 points

Beer: American, Belgian, Dutch, German, Irish

Food: angus beef burger, buffalo wings, onion rings, pajita

wrap, supreme nachos

Occupation: carpenter, gardener, librarian, optician,

translator

⇒ The Optician is at the fourth position.

⇒ Gregg is exactly to the left of the player who got the

highest score.

⇒ The player that used Green darts is somewhere to the

right of Mike.

⇒ The Translator is next to the man who played with Red

darts.

⇒ The one that used Yellow darts is somewhere between

the Librarian and Arnold, in that order.

⇒ The man that got 38 points is somewhere to the right of

who played with Red darts.

⇒ At the �rst position is the guy drinking German beer.

⇒ The player who used Yellow darts is somewhere to the

left of the player drinking Irish beer.

⇒ The Gardener is eating a Pajita wrap.

⇒ The Carpenter is exactly to the right of the man that

scored 33 points.

⇒ The guy who got 46 points is next to the guy that played

with Black darts.

⇒ Gregg is exactly to the right of the Gardener.

⇒ At the �rst position is the man eating Supreme nachos.

⇒ Arnold is next to the man drinking Belgian beer.

⇒ The one eating Angus beef burger is exactly to the left of

the player drinking American beer.

⇒ Danny is next to the player who scored 29 points.

⇒ The Carpenter is exactly to the right of the man who

played with Blue darts.

⇒ Mike is next to the guy that is eating Buffalo wings.

⇒ The man drinking Dutch beer is at the fourth position.

⇒ The one that got 38 points is exactly to the left of the one

who scored 33 points.

Dart Game
Zebra Puzzle
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